
a(n)OTHER kind of theatre
"post-dramatic", "cross-aesthetic", "physical", "visual", "conceptual theatre" ..........



The picture of the little figure on a world of a thumb is created by
Catherine Poher (www.catherinepoher.dk), french artist and
director working in Denmark, as a logo for the festivals arranged
by Ray Nusselein *(1944-1999) in  the 1980'ties,  later used by
UNIMA-DK until ca. 2000.
I use it to describe the kind of theatre which has no name - and a
lot of names, none of them really at the point, yet the very different
forms of theatre or performing arts has something in common. 
In the following I try to describe what it is - in my opinion

Jette Lund, www.jettelund.dk
February 2011, Amsterdam, Pop-Arts festival

* http://www.kjtz.de/texte/08-8100-assitej-hpa.pdf



SUBJECT 
the experiencing, recognizing, acting "I"

OBJECT
a person, a matter or a thing, or a non-material 
phenomenon, which is object for consideration, 
investigation, exposition or emotion

THE SUBJECT relates to THE OBJECT
THE OBJECT is object to THE SUBJECTS interests

The notion of AN OBJECT imply A SUBJECT

outer relation/inner connection



The changing subject

I AM !

The shifting subject object relations

AM I ? 
someone or something?

two ways of human thinking:



I AM !

- is acting in a world of other subjects

The changing subject

s1 sn



The shifting subject object relations AM I ? 

- is aquiring the world  -

s1 s(1)On

- redefining as a subject



The changing subject - in the theatre

DRAMA 
protagonist versus antagonist

or

narration

primary partner

literature
working by

immersion



The shifting subject object relations - in the theatre

a(n)OTHER kind of theatre
"post-dramatic", "cross-aesthetic", "physical", "visual", "conceptual theatre" ..........

"pre-dramatic"

(poetic)

and

"Verfremdung"
- reflection

working by

immersion

primary partners

visual arts



The shifting subjekt-objekt relation in literature:

Jurkowskij: "opalescense"

Tillis: "double vision"

Knoedgen: "Subjektsprung"

Manowich: "oscillation" and "metafiction"

Parekh-Gaihede: "inverted V-effect"

Tiusainen: "split subjectivity"

Fischer-Lichte, Ästhetik des Performativen, 2004, 
e.g.  p. 301
Kavrakova-Lorenz,  Das Puppenspiel als 
synergetischer Kunstform. 1989.
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University.
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Four dramaturgical tools:

"The narrative model /Propp/Greimas

"The Hollywood model" /Aristotle

"The cirkular model" /Ulla Ryum

"The helix of evolution"

-and some puzzles:

"Rubins Vase"

"Neckers cube"



OBJECT

SUBJECT

DONOR RECIEVER

HELPER
cpr.nr./matr.nr

OPPONENT
cpr.nr/matr.nr

SUBJECT=RECIEVER - or tragedy.
"the road of the subject towards his object, filled with 
suffering or succes"

quoted from Ingolf Gabold, Mediekultur 3, aug. 86
"TV-Mediet mellem fiktion og fakta" (Greimas/Propp)

A NARRATIVE MODEL



spænding

tid

spændingskurven

anslag    point of no return          klimaks
præsentation        optrapning            udtoning



virkelighed/oppe/ude

drøm/nede/inde

venstre højre

Ulla Ryums dramaturgiske model









The puzzles:

You can either see one picture, or the other. Both are present.

For the dramaturgy of the puppet, the puzzles are important: 

You see the puppet - or the player. Both are present.  Such effects 
are very common not only in what we might choose to call 
"Puppet theatre" og "Theater with PUppets", but in An(OTHER) 
Kind of Theatre in general.



The next two models deal with the "playing material", whether it might be 
called a "puppet", an object, or something else. 

The crucial point is, that the performer/puppeteer needs the material - "the 
things" - as an indispensable tool,  in order to produce his/hers intented 
piece of performing arts .

The character of the playing material can be described as "a metaphor", or 
as "a sign" - the greatest interest - the greatest tension - is concentrating 
where the lines are crossing







The next picture will need an explanation:

Ontogenesis/ Winnicott:

The newborn "Me" has no actual border to the surroundings, everything the 
"me" needs is brought to "me" - "omnipotens" - the big "O" - the "Other"
For the "Me" the world is an object. From the starting point of recognizing the 
world as something different from "Me", the "Me" will gradually distinguish the 
separate parts of the surroundings as different "objects".
The developed or generated "Me" - the "I" - the subject - will be able to 
distinguish "humans" from other objects, and to disinguish living beings from 
"things", and - important - to recognize it self as a subject between other 
subjects. But as a staying "rest" from the subjects evolution from the 
omnipotens til the separate individual subject we have the two different ways 
of thinking:
1) as subject: "I am!" (as the others/different from the others)
2) as subject in shifting subjec/objectrelations: "Am I?" (someone or 
something?) 
In dealing with humans and things, as subjects or as objects, one's own 
existence as a subject will have to be constantly confirmed.



Phylogenesis/ Engelsted:

What makes us humans are that our identity is not given, and we therefore has 
to ask the question "Am I?" Man or child or woman or Madonna? In the question 
"Am I?" the "Me" becomes an "I". This imply, that something might be 
something else than what it actually is ....
What makes us acting humans is, that we can say "I am!" Thrown out in the 
uncertainty with an "Am I?" - we will have to rethink ....

Powerpoint presentation in anthropology and human evolution:
www.engelsted.net



"am I?" "I am!"

Me = O

Me ≠ O
Me On

"Me" = "I"          

On S1 Sn

S1       On S1 Sn



Thank you for your patience

The last picture is one side of the 
manuscript for "Life in Between"

feel free to contact me with comments 
and questions at 

www.jettelund.dk




